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Abstract

CTutor is a program visualization tool for the programming language, C. As the name implies,
CTutor serves as tutor for learning C. The common objective of program visualization is to enhance the
comprehension of the several elements of a certain programming language, such as types of variables,
function’s arguments and outputs.

Program visualization tools are an useful complement to the learning process of a new programming
language, replacing the typical images drew on blackboards, or the figures made in PowerPoint slides.
In case of C, these images are often used to explain sorting algorithms, pointers and structures. With
CTutor, the visualizations are produced from the source code, written by the student or the professor.
This source code is executed by CTutor’s backend (execution environment) and the visualizations are
shown in the frontend (visualizer).

CTutor also presents a change in the the typical architecture of program visualization tools. Program
visualization tools are composed by an execution environment and a visualizer, and usually are strongly
coupled, thus hindering the creation of new tools that reuse one of these components in another tool.
With this major change in the architecture, it is possible to use CTutor’s execution environment and
create a new visualizer and adapting it to student’s needs. Or, it is possible to change the execution
environment to execute another programming language and use it with the CTutor’s visualizer.
Keywords: Learning, Visualization, Students, C language, Architecture

1. Introduction

This document introduces CTutor, a program visu-
alization tool for the C programming language [1].

Nowadays, each person can learn programming
in three different ways: self learning, e-learning or
a programming course in a school. As a student,
the learning process of a new programming lan-
guage follows an approach bottom-up, starting with
simple examples (”Hello World”) with the primitive
data types and then the complexity increases grad-
ually.

In terms of tools used in the learning process,
the student starts with a simple editor to write the
source code and when he is more comfortable with
the new learned language, is common to use an in-
tegrated development environment (IDE), such as
Eclipse [2] or NetBeans [3].

The described process is also complemented with
some graphical illustrations for certain examples.
These images are used with the objective of clarify-
ing some doubts about the use of some complex
types (e.g. Lists, Arrays, Dictionaries) or some
paradigms and concepts (e.g. object-oriented with
inheritance).

C is one of the most popular programming lan-
guages [4] and is one of the first languages taught to

students. This fact also contributes to increase its
popularity and it is largely used all over the world.

CTutor aims to be a widely used tool for program
visualization. The common objective of this kind of
tools is to help people better understand programs.
These tools can be used by a beginner of program-
ming or an expert and help users in the creation
of mental models to easily associate the several el-
ements of this language.

With this objective CTutor will be capable of ful-
fill a gap in the existing options to visualize pro-
gramming languages in C, because the existing tools
for this language are outdated.

Another goal of CTutor is to enhance the archi-
tecture of the program visualization tools.

The architecture of a typical program visualiza-
tion tool uses an execution environment and a visu-
alizer, and these two components are strongly cou-
pled. Which means it is hard to separated them and
reuse them to build other tools with same purpose.
For example, if a professor needs a new visualizer
for the program visualization tool, which he uses in
his programming course, he will need to develop a
new tool besides only a new visualizer.

A visualization tool that can reuse other visu-
alizers, can present the elements of the language
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in different manners. This reuse of components
makes possible adaption to the student’s or profes-
sor’s needs. Also, changing the execution environ-
ment helps the student, which is familiarized with a
specific visualizer, to use it with different program-
ming languages.

CTutor will be based on an existing tool called
Online Python Tutor [5]. This objective of CTutor
is supported by a new architecture compared to the
existing architectures in other tools.

The development of CTutor had two phases: first
one was modifying Online Python Tutor’s architec-
ture, to split the visualizer and the execution envi-
ronment; second phase was to develop a new pro-
gramming tool to visualize C.

So, the first step of the implementation was split-
ting the visualizer and the execution environment
into two separated components. This step started
with the definition of the messages exchanged be-
tween those components, and the creation of a new
component that will be the bridge of communica-
tion between them.

The second one was to analyze GDB/Machine In-
terface, to know how to interact with it and gather
the information needed by the visualizer. This will
help the development of the new execution environ-
ment that executes C programming language.

The following sections will introduce some con-
cepts about a program visualization tool, such as
the components, the target population, and the ob-
jectives of CTutor.

1.1. Visualizer

The visualizer is considered to be the part of the
program visualization tool that shows to the stu-
dent a graphic visualization of its own program. It
is also responsible to know how to represent the dif-
ferent elements of a programming language.

1.2. Execution Environment

The execution environment is the part of the tool
that executes the student’s code. Additionally, it
has to provide to the visualizer the several mod-
ifications that the elements suffer throughout the
code. For example, if a variable change its value
the execution environment has to expose this mod-
ification to the next component.

1.3. Target population

CTutor’s users can be divided into three different
entities, which have different goals when interacting
with program visualization tools.

• The student’s purpose is to use CTutor as a
learning tool, using its visualizations to im-
prove their knowledge about a certain pro-
gramming language.

• The professor will use CTutor to teach a pro-
gramming language, with the use of program-
ming examples. With CTutor the teaching is
more interactive than drawings on the black-
board or on slides.

• The developer’s goal is extending or develop-
ing a new visualization tool. CTutor helps this
actor with is new approach in terms of archi-
tecture of a program visualization tool.

1.4. Objectives
CTutor will be focused on program animation,
which is the use of dynamic visualization techniques
to enhance student understanding of the actual im-
plementation of programs or data structures. This
means that the student may examine the state of
the program and related data, before and after ex-
ecution of a particular line of code. To accomplish
that CTutor defines two main objectives:
• As a program visualization tool, CTutor has

the purpose of helping students of program-
ming in learning or improving theirs program-
ming concepts. A good analogy is a slow
motion movie, because the source code of a
program is transformed into several and se-
quential images of the operations or expres-
sions represented in the code. The generated
visualizations allows the student to analyze
their code and understand precisely what the
source code is doing in a certain line. Also,
the student can assimilate the several compo-
nents of a programming language and then cre-
ate/improve his own mental models and reach
the point where, in his mind, he can anticipate
the next visualizations provided by the visual-
ization tool.
• CTutor aims to facilitate the developing of

new program visualization tools, which can be
achieved with a different approach on the ar-
chitecture of these tools. The developer can
analyze the messages exchanged between the
visualizer and the execution environment and
then substitute one of them, or both. He can
be concerned to develop only one component,
and then the result will be a new tool, with
different visualizations (in case of developing a
new visualizer) or with a new language to be
visualized (in case of developing a new execu-
tion environment). This fact will provide new
program visualization tools and enable the cus-
tomization of these tools with different visual-
izers to fulfill different requirements.

1.5. Document Structure
This document is structured in the following sec-
tions:
• Chapter 2 exposes the related work. Presents

two tools, one is a visual debugger, DDD, and
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the second one is a program visualizatio tool,
Online Python Tutor. Also it explains some
inconveniences in the student’s perspective.
• Chapter 3 and 4 presents the three possible

architectures to use as execution environment
for CTutor, and how they can be integrated
with a visualizer.
• Chapter 5 presents the architecture and ex-

plains some details about the implementation
of CTutor.
• Chapter 6 performs the evaluation of the pro-

posed solution. The evaluation is based on pro-
gram examples taken from a book used as man-
ual in programming course of C.
• Chapter 7 concludes this document. It sum-

marizes the developed work and introduces fur-
ther work directions.

2. Related Work

This section summarizes the state of the art, al-
though in this paper it is given more emphasis to
DDD and Online Python Tutor. This tools are usu-
ally used in the in the context of learning a new
programming language.

2.1. Visual Debugger

The Data Display Debugger (DDD) [6] is a graphi-
cal front-end for UNIX Debuggers. Despite the fea-
tures of a debugger, like viewing source texts and
breakpoints, DDD provides a graphical data dis-
play, where data structures are displayed as graphs.

DDD is one of the most used tools for C lan-
guage, such as frontend debugger and for visualize
the elements of the language.

The data window has several drawbacks for a be-
ginner, the student has to explicitly open boxes to
display information.

Another example is, if a student wants to visual-
ize a certain behavior of the variable x located in
main function, after he right-clicks it and chooses
option display, he has another problem of visual-
ization because this variable appear in data window
without any link to the main function. Increasing
the complexity of the problem, when a function f is
call, for instance, from main, the environment (local
variables) of the main function disappear.

In DDD function frames are not graphically rep-
resented, although they modify the way other data
is represented.

This visualization features leads to a rejection
from part of novice students and can also lead to
flaws in the comprehension of simple things, such
as definition of local scope of a function.

2.2. Online Python Tutor

Online Python Tutor [5] is a web-based program
visualization tool for the programming language
Python, developed by Philip J.Guo. Using this tool,

a teacher or student can writes a Python program
directly in the web browser and visualize what the
computer is doing step-by-step as it executes the
program.

Figure 1: Online Python Tutor’s user interface [5]

Important features of this tool are: is the only
Python program visualization tool that runs within
a web browser without any required software or plu-
gin installation, and also is the only that can be
easily embedded within webpages.

The backend is written in Python and takes the
source code of a Python program as input and pro-
duces an execution trace as output. The input is
executed under supervision of the standard Python
debugger module, bdb [7], which stops execution
after every executed line and records the program’s
run time state. Then an ordered list of execution
points is created, where each point contains the
state right before a line of code is about to execute,
including:
• The line number of the line that is about to

execute;
• The instruction type (ordinary single step, ex-

ception, function call, or function return);
• A map of global variable names to their current

values at this execution point;
• An ordered list of stack frames, where each

frame contains a map of local variable names
to current values;
• The current state of the heap;
• The program’s output up to this execution

point.
After execution ends, the backend trace is en-

coded in JSON format [8], serializing Python data
types into native JSON types with extra metadata
tags.

Despite having a good visualizer , it is coupled
to the execution environment. Also, Python Tu-
tor is only web-based and it compiles all the source
code before showing the visualization, so for each
modification in the code Python Tutor will need to
recompile and illustrate all the visualizations again.
The visualizations are all made in the pre-execution,
after that the visualizer has all the trace to do the
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visualizations.

With this pre-execution mode, an inconvenience
arises. For example, when a program needs a user
input at a specific line (raw input). The visual-
ization goes normally until that line, and then an
input box appears requesting for an input. After
that, Online Python Tutor recompiles the program
with this input, and starts over.

The explicit steps for this situation are:

1. The student inserts the source code in the fron-
tend, and then is sent to the backend;

2. The backend executes the source code and
sends to the frontend the program trace;

3. The student push forward in the visualization,
and the frontend shows each visualization for
each line;

4. When the next instruction needs the student
input, the student inserts the input in a box;

5. The fronted sends all the source code again to
the backend;

6. And the backend sends back a new program
trace with the correct value for the raw input;

7. The student begins the visualization from the
start at this time there is no interruption in the
raw input.

2.2.1. Other Tutors

Based on Online Python Tutor, other tutors were
developed, as Online Java Tutor [9], Online Ruby
Tutor [10] and Online Javascript Tutor [11].

All Tutor’s mentioned above are very similar to
the Online Python Tutor in terms of visualization,
but all of them are different in the backend and how
they communicate with the visualizer.

The Online Java Tutor, uses java jail [12] as
backend, developed with the only purpose of cre-
ating the a Java version for Online Python Tutor.
As a communication it is used a PHP script, with
the intention of send the trace to the visualizer.

The Online Javascript Tutor, uses Node.js [13] as
a backend and also uses it to send information to
the visualizer.

The Online Ruby Tutor, is the one that has more
differences in the visualizer, and as well in terms of
backend. The backend is all in ruby.

These systems made major changes to be able to
execute other languages. All these systems rebuild
the backend in order of inspect each programming
language, besides that they also changed the com-
munication with the visualizer. The visualizer do
not use the Google App Engine, to load it in the
browser, instead the tutor’s used other methods.
Besides these modifications, these systems maintain
the inconvenience existed in Online Python Tutor,
all use a pre-execution state.

3. Execution Environment

In order to show the internals of a program, it is nec-
essary to execute it in a specific environment. The
execution environment will provide information, so
that other component of CTutor produces the visu-
alization for the student. These tools have different
goals and functionalities, although they all have in
common an important feature which is executing
the source code and then, with some modifications,
provide information about the several changes of
the language elements (e.g. when variable changes
its value).

3.1. Instrumentation

Instrumentation is a technique used to monitor an
application while it is being executed. With instru-
mentation, programmers can insert additional code
to the application, this code triggers messages with
the state of the application.

To conclude, instrumentation is a way to gather
information from source code, but for each modifi-
cation on the code is needed a recompilation of the
application.

3.2. Interpretation

PicoC [14] is a small C interpreter design for
robotic, embedded and non-embedded applications,
so it is multi-platform and portability.

PicoC has two ways of executing the source code,
first one is interpreting the code and then presents
the result and the second one is using a readeval-
print loop (REPL). In a REPL the user enters an
expression of C, then it is evaluated and the result
displayed, after that the REPL waits another ex-
pression to begin again the loop.

PicoC as an interpreter parses the source code
and perform its behavior directly, without previ-
ously compiled into machine code. In internal terms
PicoC is composed by its own parser, lexical analyz-
ers (lex), table and heap. The parser uses the lex to
create tokens from the sequence of input characters.
Then the parser will fill the table of symbols, which
stores the identifiers, its values and types. In the
heap is stored the memory allocation values, for ex-
ample the values of a variable created with a malloc
expression.

3.3. Debugging

A specialized debugging tool can significantly help
to examine the dynamic behavior of a program.
They provide support for inspecting the execution
state in a symbolic way, and they allow for execut-
ing programs step-by-step or until a specific condi-
tion arises. Despite these functionalities, a graph-
ical debugger also provides a display of the data
structures, very useful for the user to follow and
understand the execution flow of a program.

GDB, the GNU Debugger [15], came into exis-
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tence around 1985, developed by Richard Stallman.
In the UNIX world, it is one of the most popular
debuggers and it provides a large range of function-
ality for all debugging purposes.

GDB provides two interfaces, command-line
(CLI) and machine interface (GDB/MI [16]).
Command-line interface basically uses the standard
GNU library readline [17] to handle the interaction
with the user. It is also able to do things like use
cursor keys to go back in a line and fix a character.

One way to provide a debugging GUI is to use
GDB as a backend to a graphical interface program,
translating mouse clicks into commands and for-
matting print results into windows. But, it is not
the ideal approach because sometimes results are
formatted for human readability, omitting details
and relying on human ability to supply context.

To handle this problem exists the second inter-
face provided, machine interface. It has the follow-
ing features: Commands and results have additional
syntax that makes everything explicit - each argu-
ment is bounded by quotes, and complex output
has delimiters for subgroups and parameter names
for component pieces. Also, commands can be pre-
fixed with sequence identifiers that are echoed back
in results, ensuring reported results are matched up
with the right commands.

4. Integration with Visualizer

This section presents how to accomplish the inte-
gration with the visualizer.

Figure 2 represents three possible architectures
used for the developing a program visualization
tool. These three architectures have as a starting
point the source code, produced by the student.

1. The use of instrumentation, requires the mod-
ification of the source code. After that the in-
strumented application executes the modified
source code. The visualizer 1 is responsible for
create the trace and to control the execution.
This trace is send to the visualizer 2.

2. Alteration of the execution environment en-
ables the possibility of the environment to ex-
ecute the source code and gather the informa-
tion to send for the visualizer 1+2. For exam-
ple, examining the parse tree to know when its
created a new variable.

3. After the compilation of the source code, it is
possible to use an execution environment to
inspect the application. This execution envi-
ronment will automatically create triggers that
can be exploit with an interface. This interface
is used by the visualizer 1 to gather the infor-
mation and send it to the visualizer 2.

1. Instrumentation of the application 

Visualizer 2 

2. Alteration of the execution environment 

    Visualizer 
1+2 

3. Interaction with execution environment 

Visualizer 2 
Source 
Code 

Source 
Code 

Source 
Code Instrumentation 

Visualizer 1 

Instrumented 
App 

Visualizer 1 

App 

Execution 
Environment 

App 

Trace 

Trace 
Compiler 

Figure 2: The three different methods to build a
program visualization tool

Table 1 presents those methods. Independently
on the architecture, there are several ways to collect
information.

Execution
environ-
ments

Advantage Disadvantage

Instrumenta-
tion

Performance Too complex

Needs recompila-
tion

Interpretation Adaptable to the
browser

Only supports a
subset of the lan-
guage

Used to develop
an interactive
tool

Change language
implies changing
interpreter

Support several
languages

Debugging Easy access to ap-
plication state
Automatic code
modification (gcc
-g)

Table 1: Comparison between solutions to Execu-
tion Environment

5. CTutor

This chapter will explain the choices made in the
architecture of CTutor, i.e which execution envi-
ronment will be used, and which visualizer. The
decisions are made with the purpose of accomplish
the objectives of CTutor, being a program visual-
ization tool for C, and facilitate the creation of new
tools with existing visualizers or existing execution
environments.

The second section will present the components
of CTutor and their implementation, as well the
interactions between them.
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5.1. Architecture

The Figure 3 is a modified version of the Figure 2,
and it explains the future role of CTutor in each
of the three architectures, and also where it will be
necessary CTutor to be implemented.

1. Using instrumentation, will require changes the
source code and as illustrated CTutor will have
direct contact to it, then it will communicate
to the visualizer the different state changes;

2. The interpreter will be the responsible for read-
ing the code. Then, CTutor will change the in-
terpreter to capture that information and send
it to the visualizer;

3. When using a debugger, such as GDB, it will
analyze the code and then it will provide to
CTutor information in its own format, in case
of GDB it is an GDB/MI. CTutor will need
to know this format and how to interpret it,
having then the information and transmit it to
the visualizer.

To use instrumentation as backend to CTutor, a
modification in GNU Compiler Collection (GCC)
[18], would be a complicated task.

The interpretation, for instance with PicoC,
needs to transverse the parse tree, and for that it
will be needed to learn the code of this interpreter.
Also it will be needed its modification, not only for
intercept the cases for the visualization, as well for
communicate with the visualizer.

The use of GDB, allows the use of a generic back-
end without modifications on it, CTutor only the
need to interact with it. This interaction is done
through its GDB/Machine interface, presented in
the section 3. Another interest of using GDB is
the possibility, with slightly changes, of using other
programming languages without the inconvenience
of construct of a new backend.

1. Instrumentation 

Source 
Code 

+ 
CTutor 

2. Interpreter 

Interpreter 
+ 

CTutor 

3. Debugger 

Debugger 

Visualizer 

Visualizer 
Source 
Code 

Source 
Code Visualizer CTutor 

Selected 

Figure 3: Preliminar hypothesis to CTutor’s ar-
chitecure

The Visualizer used in CTutor is the same as the
Online Python Tutor. This visualizer has been used
in some programming courses, in universities as well
as in e-learning. It has also some features, that can
be handy to the learning process, the possibility of
embed in a webpage the visualization, and sharing
live visualization sessions.

The resulting architecture of CTutor is represe-
tend in the Figure 4.

5.2. Implementation
The implementation of CTutor starts in the separa-
tion of the execution environment and the visualizer
of Online Python Tutor (OPT). This separation be-
tween the visualizer and the execution environment,
enables the reuse of the visualizer of OPT.

Compared to OPT, CTutor has a different exe-
cution environment code and the TutorStub to link
both parts. As shown in Figure 4.

GDB 
Source 
Code 

CProxy TutorStub 

Browser 

Visualizer 

AppServer 

JSON JSON GDB/MI 

JS 

Execution Environment Visualizer 

A B 

Figure 4: The architecture of CTutor

The execution environment is made by the GDB
and a component called, CProxy. The CProxy han-
dles the interaction with GDB, through an exist-
ing library, and the communication with TutorStub,
throughout JSON objects,.

The CProxy is implemented in the file cproxy.c.
Since the communication, with TutorStub, is done
by JSON objects. CProxy uses a library that maps
C structs in that format. This library is cJSON
[19], portable, single-file, ANSI-C compliant JSON
parser.

The GDB/Machine Interface library (libmigdb)
[20] implements the GDB/MI protocol, allowing
CProxy to controll the application and retrieve its
state.

It was necessary to add two methods
to libmigdb: gmi break insert main and
gmi stack lis variables. The first one is used
to create a breakpoint into main function, as is
the only entry point of C programming language,
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so that all visualizations starts always in main
function. The gmi stack list variables is used to
gather the local variables and function arguments
for the selected frame.

For each line, after the breakpoint,
CProxy verifies the stack of frames
(gmi stack list frames) and the stack of vari-
ables (gmi stack list variables). The outputs of
these two methods are processed with the intention
of getting information to fill the cJSON struct, for
example name and value of a certain variable.

The TutorStub is a HTTP-Server, based on the
python web framework Bottle [21]. This server pro-
vides two services getSourceCode and getNextInstr.

Figure 5: User Interface of CTutor

Comparing to OPT, CTutor changes the way stu-
dents inserts source code to run. OPT, which uses
a code editor on the browser to get student’s code,
while the CTutor gets the script from a file on the
hard drive. The getSourceCode is invoqued from
the javascript code on the visualizer.

The getNextInstr is used by the browser to re-
quest the next instruction trace, thus it can show
the visualization. This request is sent when the stu-
dent press the button forward on the visualizer.

The program trace is a list of JSON objects,
where each object correspond to a single instruc-
tion trace and it represents a message with the
changes that the visualized environment suffers over
the time. This changes are declaration of variables,
modification of its values and execution of func-
tions.

The TutorStub reduces the existing coupling be-
tween backend and frontend, working as a proxy.
The TutorStub receives an instruction trace (A)
from the CProxy and send to the browser the pro-
gram trace (B), that are represented as envelopes
in Figure 4.

The appserver is a Google App Engine that allows
the execution of Python code, using a pre-loaded
Python interpreter in a safe ”sandboxed” environ-
ment, used in OPT to execute the python debugger
in the browser and to send the trace to the visual-
izer. In CTutor, as the execution environment uses

the GDB and is not executed in the browser, also
the TutorStub takes the responsibility of sending
the trace to the visualizer, this server only loads all
the contents of the visualizer (e.g. html, js and css
files) to the browser.

There are two ways of launch CTutor, one is using
a python script main.py and the other is using a
graphical user interface (GUI) gui.py. As CTutor
is a tool for students the gui is more suitable, but
for developers the main script can be more useful
to understand how to launch the components.

The main script is used to launch the two servers,
the browser and for the user specify which file he
wants to analyze in the visualizer (browser).

Main script AppServer TutorStub CProxy + GDB 

run() 
run(example.c) 

open() 

loads() 

request() 

getNextInstr() 

getTrace() 

traceEntry 

loop 

Browser 

getSourceCode() 

run(example.c) 

Figure 6: Interactions between components of CTu-
tor with Browser

This GUI, presented in Figure 5, was developed
using the pywebkitgtk [22], this package enables the
embedding the a web-page into the GUI. Another
feature is about with the selection of the program,
it as an input text box which is checked in the start
of the server to get the file name of the file that the
student wants to visualize.

The Figure 6 and 7 are sequence diagram to ex-
plain the interactions between the components of
CTutor, also they demonstrate the difference be-
tween the CTutor using the main script and using
the GUI.
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GUI AppServer TutorStub CProxy + GDB 

run() 
run(example.c) 

run(example.c) 

loads() 

getSourceCode() 

getNextInstr() 

getTrace() 

traceEntry 

loop 

Figure 7: Interactions between components of CTu-
tor with GUI

Observing the Figure 4, that shows the architec-
ture of CTutor, it is possible to identify in the se-
quence diagrams the division between visualizer and
execution environment. There are no direct inter-
actions between the visualizer (Browser) and the
execution environment (GDB). The TutorStub and
the CProxy between them, reduce the coupling.

The loop represents the visualization process, as
the student is visualizing each instruction it will
send a getNextInstr request to the browser (whit
button forward on the visualizer), passing through
the TutorStub and transformed into a getTrace re-
quest to the CProxy. After that the reverse path,
start with the execution of the instruction in GDB,
the CProxy interacts with it to know which ele-
ments of the language were change, builds the trace
and then send it to the TutorStub as a traceEntry
(piece of trace, called instruction trace).

The biggest difference between the use of a Main
script or a GUI, is the presentation to the student.
As the GUI embeds the browser and occults the use
of a console to do the start of the other components
it is more suitable for students. The Main script
can be more useful for developers to analyze the
traces exchanged between the components.

6. Solution Evaluation
The evaluation of CTutor was based on the pro-
gramming examples of the book ”Linguagem C”
[23]. This book is usually the manual of C in first
courses.

The practicability of using a programming visual-
ization tool as a complement of the learning process
was demonstrated using the programs presented in
the book. With this it is possible to evaluate CTu-
tor.

The Table 2 presents the elements of the C lan-
guage supported by CTutor. These elements are

divided in groups following the book’s chapter.

Elements of language
Basic Data Types (char, int, float and
double)
Operator Types
Constants
Control Statements (if..else, switch,
loops)
Functions
Arrays
Multidimensional Arrays
Strings
Input and Output (printf, scanf)
Pointers +/-
Command Line Arguments (argc, argv)
Files
Structured Datatypes ++/-
Dynamic Memory Allocation X
Pre-Processors and Macros (#include,
#define)
Multifile program

Table 2: CTutor’s supported elements of language
C

The first conclusion reached with the information
presented in the Table 2 is that CTutor supports
all the C language. But, there are some elements
that are not visualized, this means that CTutor runs
the program examples, yet the visualization is not
visible as expected.

For example, in the chapter about Dynamic
Memory Allocation, it would be interesting when
a student uses the function malloc, the visualiza-
tion demonstrates the memory reserved, instead of
hiding this important concept.

As CTutor uses an adapted visualizer from Online
Python Tutor and the concepts of some elements
in C are hard to divide, some issues occur on the
visualizations.

The visualization of multidimensional arrays is
not the expected, instead of a matrix represented
by a table, it is shown a graphic that represents a
variable with type int*[]. In Figure 8 it is repre-
sented a matrix of type integers.

Figure 8: Example of a multidimensional array

The value of a pointer in C, is a memory address,
but this address can belong to other elements so
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how to represent this in suitable way. In order to
facilitate the visualization for the student, a pointer
is presented in the visualizer with its address when
it is created, when its address is the same of basic
data types, Figure 9. The pointer is represented
as an arrow to other elements, when its address is
the same as a complex data types (string or array),
Figure 10.

Figure 9: Example of a pointer to a char

Figure 10: Example of a pointer to an array of chars

Usually the structs in C are dependent on point-
ers, for example the use of lists in C. As seen in Fig-
ure 11, the visualization of this element can be mis-
understood, because the visualizations of a struct
and a pointer to it are the same. Ideally, it is bet-
ter to change this issue, one way to solve it is using
a brace ”{” to associate the struct to the variable
created in the frame main.

Figure 11: Example of a struct and a pointer to it

7. Conclusions
Programming is a complex domain in which stu-
dents need a constructive support from their learn-
ing environments, to help students to understand
programming, with this purpose some tools such as
program visualization tools exists.

This program visualization tools can be a great
aid for the usual learning process of a new program-
ming language, being a complement of the classes
or the e-learning courses. Also, if a student has the

need to learn by himself this kind of tools provide
an opportunity to learn by simple examples.

After doing some research on existing program vi-
sualization tools, it is possible to identify the three
components of these tools: the execution environ-
ment, the visualizer and the language supported.
The problem in the existing tools is that we cannot
split the first and second components and reuse it
in another tool. For a novice student, which is al-
ready attached to a particular visualizer, it will be
difficult to change when he needs to learn another
language, he will forced to use another tool.

The professor can also have some problems when
switching between tools for teach each language, for
example the examples created can be better visual-
ized in certain visualizers and thus prevent the best
explanation for the student.

CTutor solves this problem with a new architec-
ture. The architecture of CTutor is constituted with
a visualizer and an execution environment but sep-
arated in diferent processes and with a well defined
interface.

The implementation of a new component, Tu-
torStub, between the execution environment and
the visualizer leads to a reduced coupling between
them. The developing of a CProxy to interact with
the execution environment, in this case GDB with
its GDB/ Machine Interface, enables the construc-
tion of a trace for every execution point and outside
of the GDB, avoiding its modification.

This architecture can facilitate the development
of new tools and also a mix between visualizers and
execution environments. With a minor effort, com-
paring of building a tool from scratch, the developer
can implement a component adjusted to his needs.

The evaluation of this solution was made using
programming examples from a book, the result is
that CTutor can support most elements from the C
language but has some issues in the visualization of
pointers.

After all, CTutor is a program visualization tool
that can visualize almost all the examples used to
teach C, as well its architecture can facilitate the
developing of other visualization tools, visualizers
and execution environments separately.

7.1. Future Work
In the future, developers have multiple ways to pro-
ceed the work done until here, such as:

• Incorporate CTutor in different learning envi-
ronments or to support other languages;

• Enhance the portability of CTutor, porting it
to the web;

• Improve visualizations of structs, dynamic
memory and pointers;
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